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High Energy Physics Division Semiannual Report of Research Activities

July 1, 1986 - December 31, 1986

I. EXPERIMENTAL FtOGXAM

A. Physics Results

1. High Resolution Spectrometer

Six papers were published during the period: "Observation of Tensor and

Scalar Mesons Produced In e+e~ Annihilation at 29 GeV," Phys. Rev. Lett. 5]_,

1990 (1986); "Experimental Study of the Reactions e+e~ • e+e~ and e+e~ • YY at

29 GeV," Phys. Rev. T£k, 3286 (1986); "Study of Quark Fragmentation in e+e"

Annihilation at 29 GeV: Charged Particle Multiplicity and Single Particle

Rapidity Distribution," Phys. Rev. D3A, 3304 (1986); "Asymmetry in the Angular

Distribution of Inclusive A Baryons from e+e~ Annihilation at /*" - 29 GeV,"

Phys. Lett. JjU^, 403 (1986); "Search for Wrong-Sign D° Decays," Phys. Lett.

182, 101 (1986); "Performance of the Barrel Calorimeter System of the High

Resolution Spectrometer," Nucl. Inst. Meth. A249, 185 (1986). Five additional

papers were submitted for publication.

A search was conducted for the wrong sign decays D° • K+*~ using a sample

of D*+ • D°ir+ events selected from 300 pb"1 of data. Observation of such

decays would be a signal for DC mixing. Figure 1 shows the two dimensional

distributions of the events in Kit effective mass and in the mass difference

M(Kirir) - M(Kn). With the normal assignment of K and IT charges a strong

clustering is observed in the box outlined in Fig. l(a) for the allowed

sequence D*+ •»• D°*+ • K~*+ir+. By contrast there is only one entry in

Fig. l(b) for the wrong sign decay sequence D*+ • D°ir+ • K+*~ir+. This leads

to an upper limit of 4% at the 902 c.l. for the ratio of the wrong sign to the

right sign decays.

In our continuing study of D mesons the decay D*° + D°Y • K * Y was

observed. The production cross section In units of the point cross section Is

0.63 ± 0.22 for fractional energy z > 0.5 . figure 2 shows the mass

difference plot AM - M(K~*+Y) - M(K~ir+): the clear peak at AM - 0.15 GeV

corresponds to this decay. The fragmentation function Is compared to the Jade
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measurements of the D*° and to the HRS data on the D*+ In Fig. 3.

Two lifetime measurements were completed. The first Is that of the b

quark using events tagged by a high transverse momentum electron. The

distribution in impact parameter for 301 such events is shown in Fig. 4. From

a detailed simulation of the e+e" + qq process plus the detector response,

using Monte Carlo techniques, the data sduple contains (S3 ± 7)X of bB,

(22 ± 3)£ of cc and (25 ± 5)Z of other final states. The latter, which are

mainly hadrons aisidentified as electrons, have a zero apparent lifetime. A

maximum likelihood fit to the data gives \ • 1.02 _ * „ ps. where the error

includes both statistical and systematic effects.

A high precision measurement of the lifetime of the tau lepton was

completed. The events of the 3-1 topology were used: e+e~ + T +T~ •

(3 charged)* (1-charged)"". Figure 5 shows the proper time distribution of

1326 clean events with a good reconstruction of the 3 prong decay vertex and

with tracks that did not share cells in the vertex drift chamber., The result

is T T « (2.86 ± 0.15 ± 0.08) 10~
13 sees. This is currently the best

measurement of this fundamental quantity. It is in excellent agreement with

the value of 2.86 expected from u:T universality with an electron branching

ratio of the T decay of Be • (17.9 ± 0.3)Z. The world average values of T T

and Be check u:T universality at the 4£ level as compared to It for the u:e

comparison coming from the * 2^*u2 branching ratio.

(M. Derrick)

2. Computational Physics

Work in this field is being done by D. Sinclair and by M. Grady and is

described separately below.

Throughout this period I continued to work on lattice gauge theory using

the Hybrid Microcanonical/Langevin simulation technique, to allow the

inclusion of dynamical quarks. The study of nuclear matter at finite

temperature with E. Kovacs and J. B. Kogut (University of Illinois) continued

using a 10J * 6 lattice, at a quark mass small enough to observe the return of

the finite temperature phase transition (« - .02 5) now driven by chixal
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symmetry restoration. We dirt In fact observe this transition (Fig. 6) and

were able to determine that It Is first order, and that the first order line

ends tn a critical point. As well as enhancing our understanding of QCD, such

a transition should be accessible to direct observation in heavy ion

collisions (at RHIC and possibly at CERN). These simulations were perforated

on the High Energy Physics Division's ST100 array processor.

Code for calculating hadron masses and measuring the interquark potential

on an 83 * 16 lattice was written and tested on the ST1OO in collaboration

with M. P. Grady. These simulations will commence in January 1987.

Inspired by our ST100 results, further studies on a smaller (8^ x 4)

lattice were started on the CRAY X-MP/48 at NCSA by J. B. Kogut and

myself.

During this period 1 discovered how to parameterize Lattice QCD so that

simulations could be performed In the Landau Gauge. This is essential if we

are eventually to employ methods of Fourier Acceleration to our simulation

algorithms to decrease the CPU time required by our simulations, essential

when we move to larger lattices. Kogut and I will soon begin testing such

methods on the CRAY.

We also continued simulations on the CRAY X-MP/22 at JWFECC to study the

phase structure of QCD as a function of the number of quark flavors.

(D. Sinclair)

Development of the "look-ahead" fermion Monte Carlo Algorithm, with which

I have performed very successful simulations of the lattice Schwinger model

continued; the next project will be a four dimensional SU(2) theory. The

method promises an order of magnitude improvement in speed and a much lower

level of systematic error than algorithms currently in widespread use.

I am investigating the scaling properties of lattice gauge theories in

the crossover region and have recently completed a detailed analysis of

scaling for the SU(2) and SU(3) pure gauge theories. I find that scaling

curves fit extremely well to functions which would be associated with a finite
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order phase transition at the weak coupling end of the crossover region

each theory. The existence of such phase transitions would have important

implications, in that they imply that the confinement seen in Monte Carlo

simulations is only a feature of the strong coupling lattice theory, and

probably not a feature of the continuum theory.

One may perform lattice gauge simulations with actions which are

unbounded functions of the field variables. If the phase transition is

present, then it is probably due to condensation of vortex strings which

connect monopole-antimonopole pairs. These are topologlcal objects which are

a feature of the Wilson lattice formulation, and do not exist in the continuum

limit. One can find actions which do not allow the formation of such

topological objects, and thus should be free of artifacts caused by them.

These actions share with the continuum action the feature that they are not

bounded functions of the field variables. They have the same continuum limit

as the Wilson action. An example is S • I - In W where W Is the 1 * 1

Wilson loop and "In" is the power series expansion of the natural logarithm

which diverges for negative arguments. I am currently performing Monte Carlo

simulations with this action, and have found no evidence for confinement, even

for very strong couplings.

In studying the possible role of light dynamical fermions in the

confinement mechanism, I an exploring a scenario by which chiral symmetry

breaking may itself be responsible for confinement. The mechanism behind this

is that the chiral condensate may be Incompatible with the presence of strong

external color fields, requiring particles with colored constitutents to

exclude the condensate from a small region of space surrounding them. The

condensate pressing In on this region produces a confining "bag pressure".

This research involves both analytical calculations and planned Monte Carlo

simulations.

I an also working with Don Sinclair and John Kogut performing simulations

of lattice QCD on the ST100, using a hybrid microcanonical/Langevin dynamical

fermion algorithm. The current project involves determining the effects of

dynamical fermions on the hadronic spectrum and on the interquark

potential. (M. Grady)



B. Experiments Taking Data

1. Spin Physics at LAMPP

?n the past half year, there vat work on four separate

experiments. Experimental runs were performed for E-961 (measurement of

the np elastic scattering spin parameter Cf^ at 800 MeV) and for E-96S

(calibratioa of the detection efficiency of Nal counters for neutrons

with energies between ~ 50-750 MeV). Tests were conducted for E-960

(measurement of the difference in total cross sections for longitudinally

polarized polarised beam and target Ao L( n p)). Finally, data analysis

continued on the past experiments of spin parameters in np elastic

scattering (E-665/770 - C L L, CSI<, C L L ) .

Argonne physicists assisted in the setup, debugging and data

acquisition phases of E-961* This work involved help in mounting and

surveying various detectors, assistance with chamber readln electronics,

and with bean Intensity monitors. The experiment encountered severe

delays resulting from the slow turn-on of the beam bunchers and the

polarized proton target; these items were the responsibility of LAHPF

personnel. Good data were collected during the last month of the run.

Assistance was provided to understand the observed missing mass spectra

collected on-line, and the widely changing trigger rate. Texas A&M

University has responsibility for data analysis.

In order to measure the efficiency of the Nal counters, neutrons

from elastic np scattering were used. The proton was detected in a

scintillation counter telescope with a range requirement (mostly

constructed by our group) while the neutron was detected at the conjugate

angle; the response of the Nal counters was recorded. Argonne physicists

provided assistance in establishing beam Intensity monitors and in early

runs to establish the elastic scattering signal. The beam buncher worked

well, and these measurements were very successful resulting in

efficiencies measured to higher precision and at more energies than

proposed. The data will be analyzed by the University of New Hampshire

physicists.
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Considerable progress was made, in collaboration with New Mexico State

University, on E-960, Mechanical problem with the neutron counters were

found and a scheme to fix them was determined. Calibration procedures for the

neutron counter gains, the time averagers and the Fast TDC's were found. Both

the coincidence and fast TX electronics schemes were shown to work, with

relative count rates of 1:3, and the fast timing on the buncher RF was

demonstrated to operate reliably. Finally, the sensitivity of beam Intensity

monitors to beam position was measured, showing that feedback is needed on

beamline magnets to keep the beam center fixed to about 1-2 mm. Tests of

systematic errorB revealed no problems at the level of about 10 cb. The

statistical uncertainty for the measurements should be about ± 1 mb for data

runs. The beam structure with the buncher is shown in Fig 7. Remaining

problems primarily concern beam profile monitors, which did not work during

the tests, and understanding some details of the neutron counter array

behavior.

Data analysis for E-665/770 has been progressing well* Results for C^L

and CCT at 500 MeV and 8 ~ 80-160° have been obtained. Calibrations forAI< cm.
the 650-NeV data are completed and the evaluation of the spin parameters

should be finished in a short time. A letter on these results will be written

during the next six months. (H. Spinka)

C. Experiments in Preparation Phase

1. Collider Detector at FNAL

During the past six months, the CDF detector was prepared for instal-

lation and then rolled into position at B0. The base detector is complete

except for half the forward hadron chambers, every other slot being left

empty. Collisions had already been reestablished in the Tavatron when, in

December, the CDF central detector rolled in to begin checkout for data

taking. Serious data taking should be possible at the beginning of March,

after two months of detector check out and accelerator studies. Primary goals

of the checkout period are understanding detector systems and installing and

debugging the various aspects of the trigger.
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In particular, the Argonne group oversaw completion and installation of

crack calorimeter detectors and gas and high voltage system for both crack

and central electromagnetic strip chambers. Readout of the crack and strip

chambers was included while rebuilding the system from the previous run. The

photomultiplier cleanup campaign has resulted In a considerable reduction in

triggering from single phototube noise in the central electromagnetic

detector.

Ongoing efforts f the Argonne group Include data base and online soft-

ware for analog bus readout electronics ("Rabbit"), and online data monitoring

of the whole detector performance. Study of test beam systematics Is leading

to development of software for offline monitoring and performance study of the

various aspects of the central electromagnetic detectors. Online software for

the trigger is also under development.

Our immediate goalB are to understand the behavior of the central elec-

tromagnetic detectors in collision data so that physicB analysis can proceed;

in planning for physics, members of the Argonne group are particularly

involved with electron Identification and missing transverse energy.

An early two let event Is shown in Figure 8. Our next report should be

much more Interesting. (L. Nodulman)

2. Nucleon Decay

The installation of the Soudan 2 experiment began In earnest during the

latter half of 1986, as the new cavity was transformed from a construction

site to an underground physics laboratory. The counting house structure was

finished, and the electrical wiring and lighting were completed. Figure 9 is

a photograph of the counting house taken from the detector support

structure. The VAX 11/750 online computer was installed and turned on, along

with a temporary CAMAC data acquisition system, and was linked by DECNET to

the computer installations at Argonne and the University of Minnesota.

Modification of the special cage for carrying 5-ton modules down the mine

shaft was completed; the cage was installed and UBed to move eleven U.S.
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Fig. 9. Photograph of the Soudan 2 counting house.
9een in the foreground.

The detector support structure and overhead crane can be
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nodules and one U.K. nodule underground. Thli operation required the use of

the 12-ton mobile crane to load nodules onto the cage on the surface, and the

electric forkllft to renove nodules fron the cage underground. Figure 10

shows a truckload of four S-ton nodules arriving at the nine, and Fig. 11

shows the unloading process. The gas recirculatlon and purification systems

for the first 5-ton nodules and for the active shield arrived fron Oxford and

were soon in routine operation. Two 23-ft wide floor-to-ceiling panels of

active shield proportional tubes were installed, along with the first 23-ft

square ceiling panel, and the Installation of gas plumbing and electronics for

the shield 1B now well under way.

Preparations for the operation of the first 5-ton nodules underground

proceeded on two parallel fronts. The first segment of the Soudan 2 detector

to be operated will consist of eight nodules assembled into a "halfwall" —

four nodules acrosB and two high — to be built in the southeast corner of the

detector area. This halfwall will be installed using the final cabling and

electronics, much of which is shared with other half walls, and will take

several months to set up and turn on. In order to get an early look at new

problems which might be encountered with the operation and readout of nodules

in the underground environment, a temporary test area was set up, allowing

Nodules U.S. #8 and U.K. #4 to be brought into operation. This has given

valuable experience with triggering, noise pickup, and nodule Interconnection

problems, and will speed up the turnon of the first halfwall considerably.

Figure 12 is a photograph of the detector support structure showing the two

nodules in the test area.

Preparations to assemble the first halfwall also proceeded well. Because

5-ton modules are shipped with readout planes removed, a "clean room" was

constructed under crane coverage to provide a work area where readout planes

can be installed and aligned. This structure was completed and used to

reassenble five of the eight nodules for the first halfwall. These were then

used to test mechanical assembly and rigging techniques for the halfwall, they

were leak tested, and purged with argon in preparation for final high voltage

testing. Additional preparations for the halfwall turnon included

construction of two large cable trays running the full length of the east side
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Fig. 11. Unloading of 5-ton modules at the Soudan mine. The cab of the 12-ton
mobile crane is visible in the foreground. Norm Hill of the HEP Division can
be seen on top of the modules.
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Fig. 12. Photograph of the Soudan 2 detector support structure showing Modules
U.S. #8 and U.K. #4 in the temporary test area. Stacks of active shield propor-
tional tubes can be seen in the foreground.
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of the detector, and completion of the electrical power distribution system

for the east side of the detector* The steel bases for the first three

halfwalla have been delivered and Installed.

Work at the Argonne module factory concentrated on establishing efficient

productlon-llne methods for the construction of 5-ton calorimeter modules.

Considerable progress was made on the development of flxturlng for rapid and

precise mounting of readout planes. The time required for this operation was

reduced by more than a factor of two, and the flatness of the Installed planes

was also significantly improved. The second major activity was the

development of procedures for shipping completed modules to the mine by

truck. U.S. Module #1 (which will not be part of the actual detector) was

shipped during the summer and dimensional measurements indicated that It

withstood the trip well. Modules #8 (without insulating inserts) and #17

(with inserts) were shipped in September, as soon as they could be moved

underground. Both modules travelled well, although the Module #17 stack had

to be realigned after the trip.

The stacks for Modules #17 through #26, all of the final design, were

completed during the summer and fall. All of these stacks passed rigorous

high voltage tests. Readout planes have been constructed for 11 of the 16

good nodule calorimeter stacks which have been built to date at Argonne, and

10 of these modules have been moved to the Soudan nine. Three nodules were

turned on at Argonne and performance tested with cosmic rays during the latter

half of the year. In parallel with the cosmic-ray tests, work continued on

the optimization of track reconstruction software and of the front-end

electronic*.

The fabrication of Soudan 2 electronics continued at a slower pace than

planned because of funding shortfalls, but the systems needed for turnon of

nodules in the nine were pushed ahead rapidly. Production of the 720 channels

of front-end electronics for readout of the first nodule in the nine was

completed, and assembly of the trigger electronics and development of

associated software culminated in the observation of the first cosmic ray muon

'.racks in the new Soudan 2 laboratory. The second level trigger logic worked
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well to reject trigger* iron local radioactivity, and to select muon tracks.

The rate of radioactivity triggers In the nine was higher than anticipated,

due to Compton electrons In the readout plane volume producing simultaneous

hits on adjacent wires and strips. A new fast trigger board to reject such

events at the primary trigger level was designed and constructed, and will be

tried in the mine early next year.

Production fabrication of the calibration electronics was nearly

completed, and the first 64-channel preamplifier motherboards of the final

design were assembled and tested. Fabrication of the next eight crates of ADC

electronics was started, along with assembly of preamplifiers and front end

electronics needed for the operation of the first halfwall. Fabrication of

prototype components of the drift voltage supply, distribution, and control

system was completed, with testing and installation in the mine scheduled for

early next year.

The geometry of the face of the calorimeter stack and the adjacent

readout plane is one of the most difficult to control and potentially one

which has a very important influence on the uniformity of response of the

detector. The electrostatics of this region has now been modelled in detail

using the field mapping program TOSCA. In particular, the efficiency of

transmission of drifting electrons from the drift tube ends to the

proportional wires was determined for several variations of the nominal

geometry in order to verify the adequacy of the dimensional tolerances

currently in use. The placement of the ground equipotential strips on the

drift tubes turned out to be the most critical parameter studied, with a

transmission loss of 13% per millimeter of displacement. Displacement of the

tube ends relative to the stack face caused a transmission loss of 6% per

millimeter. The tolerances currently in use for both of these parameters

appear to be adequate for the required uniformity of response over the readout

face area.

Argonne engineers and physicists continued to work out detailed plans for

the installation of modules and electronics in the underground laboratory.

Design of the electrical power distribution system was completed, and work on
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the layout of relay racks, cable trays, and electronic component• continued*

In addition, bid* were awarded for the fabrication of the major components of

the transporters, which allow the halfwalls of the assembled detector to b«

moved around in order to gain access to the interior. These devices will also

be needed to wove halfwalls together after they are assembled.

Finally, the Soudan 1 experiment continued to collect data for cosmic ray

physics during the summer and fall. A direct link has now been established

between the Soudan 1 data acquisition computer (on the 23rd level) and the

Soudan 2 VAX (400 ft below on the 27th level), which allows Soudan 1 data to

be transferred via DECNET directly to the University of Minnesota VAX in

Minneapolis. The detector operated smoothly during September and October,

when a Cygnus X-3 radio outburst had been predicted, but the radio event did

not occur and preliminary analysis revealed no unusual muon activity In

Soudan 1. The analysis of underground muon data from Soudan 1 focussed on the

search for signals from the 1E2259+63 and Hercules X-l pulsars; analysis

techniques were optimized to take advantage of the special properties of each

system. (D. Ayres)

3. Fermllab Polarized Beam

Most of the activity has been focused on getting ready for the

E-581/E-704 test run in March 1987. We have also been preparing long-lead

items for the first physics run In late 1987 or early 1988. There were

collaboration meetings at Fermilab in October and at Saclay and Serpukhov in

November.

Responsibilities of the Argonne contingent include leading the overall

organization and many of the projects, as well as working with collaborators

on other projects. The online data acquisition system is operational and work

has begun on analysis programs. The VAX-780 link to the front end computers

is operating with two PDP/ll's. Both parallel and serial camac branches are

working and being used for testing electronics. The front end computers

acquire data, write it on tapes, and send selected events to the host VAX.

Camac diagnostics can also be run from the host. The two high voltage
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system, Lecroy 1440 and 4032 are now operated through C M M C .

The tagging electronics was revised and the momentum part of the tagging

was tested under the stapling mode which will be used for beam tuning. The

RNH mwpc reslia system has been Investigated, tested, and documented, largely

by Argonne people. Work continued on medium and smaller (50cm x 50cm) wire

chambers. One was completed and tested and another is almost ready. The

printed circuit design for medium size (100cm x 70cm) chambers was modified so

as to be usable for larger (150cm x 50cm) chambers. Other printed circuit

boards were ordered for all chambers which will be used in the physics run to

follow the test run.

Three of the twelve spin precession snake magnets being assembled and

tested at Argonne were completed and delivered to Fermilab. Much of the

assembly was completed on the others. Field measurements are made on each

magnet for purposes of both correcting and sorting of magnets for proper

matching.

Progress during this reporting period on the polarized target development

is described in the Facilities R&D section.

Some parts of the experiment that involve Fermilab have progressed

well. The primary beamline is completed, except for possible water damage to

two magnets. The secondary beamline is almost complete, except for cabling,

vacuum, surveying and three quadrupoles. There are Portakamps in the

experimental hall for computers, some electronics, and an office. The BM109

analysis magnet is Installed on tracks and was field mapped in place by the

experimenters using the Fermilab zip track. Installation of electrical power,

cable trays and shielding is almost complete.

The Soviet engineer and technicians finished the mechanical installation

of the large (1000 block) lead glass calorimeter and left in November. Rice

University installed the large (6 ft x 82 ft) Cerenkov tank and also got a

track finding program running on Monte-Carlo events. Northwestern University

is building tagging hodoscopes and doing simulations of tagging and the total

cross section measurement. Trieste, Los Alamos, Texas and others have

installed supports for wire chambers in the spectrometer and tested
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compatibility with other part* of the experiment and test run* Saclay li

continuing preparation of the dilution refrigerator for the polarized target

and is alto building one of the hodoacopes needed for both the total cross

section and polariaeters.

Overall, good progress Is being made toward being ready for the two

upcoming runs. (D. Underwood)

4. ZEUS Detector at HERA

Argonne has, within the U.S. HERA/ZEUS collaboration, principal

responsibility for the Mechanical design of the barrel calorimeter and,

together with University of Wisconsin, a lead role in the R&D to produce and

clad the uranium plates.

Mechanical Design* The detailed design of the mechanical structure Is

influenced by several components of the barrel calorimeter, e.g., the magnetic

shielding design for phototubes, the design of the adiabatic light guides and

just how the electronics is multiplexed and packaged locally at the module.

In the second half of 1986 the mechanical design was developed along lines

general enough to accommodate such requirements with only small changes to he

basic structure. Design of the box and beam structure which contains most of

the major two hadronic (HAC) sections of the calorimeter, was completed to the

stage of the assembly drawings needed for the bidding process. Drawings were

submitted to several vendors for bids. The design will allow the use of

either circular cross section tie-rods and spacers or rods and spacers of

rectangular cross section, and both techniques are being tested.

The front section of the calorimeter, comprised of the first ten plates

of HAC1 and all of the electromagnetic (EMC) section, is still being

designed. This section is cantilevered from the front steel plate of the box-

beam section: It Is a hybrid of nonprojective HAC tower geometry and

projective EMC geometry, which restricts the freedom in choosing a simple

geometry for the rods to compress this stack and provide the frlctional forces

that will hold it together. Designs explored so far again Involve either
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they aust pass through the scintillator whereas in the box-beam section they

can be located at the tower-tower boundary, minimising any effects on light

transmission through the scintillator.

Mechanical Tests and Simulations. The front cantilevered section of the

calorimeter has been modelled extensively. The most complete study has used a

four foot long section comprising the full 35 plates, but steel rather than

uranium. By suitably loading these plates the weight of uranium is simulated

and the distortion of the stack can be studied for different orientations of

the stack, corresponding to those which might be adopted when In the actual

detector or in transportation. Measurements have been made for steel rods,

diameter 3/8 in., and circular washers, diameter 3/4 in., both flat and

shouldered so as to partially insert into the steel plates. (The spacers in

the actual calorimeter will define gaps into which the sclntillator can be

inserted without it experiencing pressure). A typical deflection curve versus

bolt torque, measured for flat spacers with the stack horizontal i.e., plates

in the vertical plane, is shown in Fig. 13. We can define a plate slippage

point, as shown, and so measure the safety factor for any specified torque.

Alternative rod materials will be studied, the object being to reduce the rod

diameter as much as possible.

A somewhat smaller stack is being assembled to test the use of

rectangular cross section tie-rods, 1 in. x 1/8 in. in section. Such a cross

section would be particularly attractive in the box and beam section of the

calorimeter. The tests will not only study the stack deflection but will also

allow development of techniques to maintain the rods in tension. These tests

will be concluded in the early part of 1987.

In selecting the geometry of the tie rod to be used in compressing the

stack it is necessary to understand their effect on the calorimeter, either

through barriers Introduced to the light transmission in the srlntillator, or

as a result of shower propagation in the rod-material itself. These effects

are being studied, through bench tests, test beam studies, and computer

simulations, both in the U.S. and Europe. At Argonne, an E6S simulation of

the use of circular cross section rods and spacers in the EMC section was
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Deflection measured with model in horizontal position
Bolt spacing 4 inches between centerllnes
Bolt 3/8 inch - 16 thread stainless steel
Beam length 13.25 inches (33 plates mild steel)
One stainless steel spacer between plates
Spacer OD. 3/4 in., ID 25/64 in., thk. .236 in. nom.
Diameter of hole in plate 25/64 in.
Stainless steel can on plate thk. 0.015 in.
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Fie. 13. Toraue vs. deflection four foot model test - horizontal position.
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begun In December. These results, together with bench tests of the effects on

light transmission resulting from circular holes in the scintlllator (Ohio

State University) and test beam studies of Pb-scintillator stacks with tie

rods (in Europe) have pointed to the tentative conclusions:

a) the use of circular cross section rods and spacers passing through the

scintlllator should be avoided in the front centilevered section of the

calorimeter. This may not be true for the rectangular section rods described

above provided the complications of cutting slits in the scintlllator can be

handled;

b) either circular cross section (as small as possible) or rectangular

cross section rods are acceptable for the box and beam part but these should

be located at the tower-tower boundaries*

The requirements of the magnetic shielding for the photomultlpller tubes

Is being studied. The end view of the calorimeter module in Fig. 14 shows,

schematically, t<ie tubes relative to the T-beam. It was realized in December

that the field to be shielded against was higher, around 600 gauss, than

previously expected and that possibly by laminating the base of the T-beam

with layers of magnetic steel plate, this could be reduced to around 200

gauss. Magnetic field calculations will be done, starting In January 1987, by

the University of Wisconsin using the program TOSCA, which Is licensed to run

on the ANL-HEP VAX computer. This study may result in the choice of magnetic

steel for the T-beam and may modify the beam design somewhat. It will also

define the amount of shielding required around the phototubes.

The detailed layout of the T-beam, e.g., just where stiffeners can be

placed, is also influenced by just how the adiabatic light guides are folded

within the space of the T-beam, schematically shown In Fig. 14. Further

claims on this space also developed in this reporting period with the

suggestion to multiplex the readout electronics at the module, which would

lead to considerable simplification in the cable routing. The electronics

cards and associated bus would be located In the T-beam cavity, substantially

extending the requirements for cooling in this region. All these different

demands are being modelled, at ANL and at Ohio State by full scale wooden



Fig. 14. The module end view showing schematically the light guides and
phototubes relative to the T-beam.
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models to lay out the light guides and at Columbia by using a snail section of

steel T-beam to study cooling problems.

Uranium Plate R&D. Considerable progress was made in this reporting

period on the rolling of depleted uraniua (1.7% Nb by weight) plates of length

3.2 m, thickness 3.2 am and widths around 20 en; this is work done by the

University of Wisconsin and Argonne. A test of the rolling process was

carried out at Manufacturing Sciences Corporation (MSC) in September using two

billets from the Martin Marietta Y12 facility. An important conclusion from

these tests was that at least one stage of vacuum annealing was necessary in

rolling from the 4-1n. thick billets down to plate of 3.2 mm thickness.

Several plates 10 ft long and 3.2 mm thick were obtained by making use of

Bait-bath annealing but the material was susceptible to fracture, as occurred

with some plates, and the process is not suitable for production. The

tolerances in thickness which were achieved were very encouraging, but no

clear conclusion was reached on either the achievable flatness or on the

extent of "banana" effect to be expected. The results of these tests were

documented and circulated to the CERCA company who are likely to be involved

in the bidding process for the plate rolling.

Subsequent to this, MSC decided to acquire a 12-ft vacuum anneal furnace

which is expected to be working in March 1987; at this time the collaboration

intends to conduct a six billet rolling test to measure the yield and the

tolerances in thickness, length, width and flatness achievable for full size

plates.

Given that the uranium must be separated from the scintillator by

stainless steel absorbers to achieve acceptable dc phototube current, the

question arises whether the uranium could be completely enclosed in a

stainless steel jacket, similar to cladding reactor fuel elements. During

this reporting period, R&D on this cladding was begun at Argonne, at DESY and

in Canada. The problem factors into finding a cheap way to form the stainless

steel jacket from the sheet (8 mil for the EMC and 15 mil for the HAC), taking

into account the dimensional tolerances expected for the uranium plate, and

finding an acceptable technique to weld up the jacket. If successful, this

cladding would substantially reduce the radiation exposure of personnel during
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the calorimeter module assembly as well as satisfying the safety requirements

at DESY. Several welding techniques were explored at Argonne using steel

plates instead of depleted uranium; these included plasma arc, laser beam and

electron beam* This R&O program will continue in 1987 using actual uranium

plates of a size which will allow confident extrapolation to the real

situation.

A parallel effort was also explored to clad the uranium by using epoxy

rather than welding up the jacket; In addition to two part epoxies, stage-B

epoxy films were investigated. Again, steel plates rather than uraniun were

used. One stage-B epoxy film was found to satisfy requirements on bond

strength and ease in handling. These studies will continue.

Summer Student Activities. Two students joined in the R&D activities

over the period June through August. One of these conducted a series of

measurements on the uranium noise current in a uranium-scintillator sampling

calorimeter and on the light yield for minimum ionizing particles; the other

modified and used an automated mapping system developed by the CDF group to

study the uniformity of the response of the wavelength shifter-light guide

assemblies described in the ZEUS Technical Proposal to sclntillator light

injected at different plates in the wavelength shifter.

The calorimeter was a single tower with plate size 23 cm x 5 cm,

consisting of 46 layers of 1/8 in. depleted uranium and 5 mm SCSN 38

scintillator. Readout was on two sides with Y7-doped acrylic wave shifter and

Amperex 2072B phototubes. The variation of the dc uranium noise current with

stainless steel absorber thickness, placed between scintillator and uranium,

was In good agreement with depth-dose curve measurements made at DESY using X-

ray dosimeter films in uranium-absorber stacks; this is summarized in Table

1. Measurements made with this calorimeter are in good accord with the

present choice of 0.2 mm stainless steel absorber for the EMC section and 0.4

mm stainless steel for the HAC sections (where the tower size is larger).

Light yield measurements were made for cosmic ray rations traversing the stack

using light guides similar in length to those to be used in the actual

calorimeter. The measured yields of one photoelectron per 2.5 mm SCSN38 per
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readout per minimum ionizing particle were about half those reported fro* ZEUS

calorimeter tetti at CERN. These latter used K-27 doped acrylic readout which

ia claimed to provide better yielda than Y7. More detailed teats ualng K-27

are being done at Ohio State.

Absorber
Thickness
mm of Fe

0.0
0.203
0.394
0.813

Table 1

Normalized
Dose

DESY Measurement

1.0
0.4
0.16
0.03

Normalized
Dose

Calorimeter Measun

Readout A

1.0
0.36
0.16
0.07

sment

Readout B

1.0
0.36
0.14
0.07

Considerable progress has been achieved on the design of the wavelength

shifter-light guide interface for the projective EMC towers. The design shown

in the ZEUS Technical Proposal of April 1986 incorporated an abrupt change in

direction from projective wave bar to nonprojectlve light guide at the end of

the EMC section. The nonuniformlties of response, as a function of just where

the light was injected in the wave bar, were studied with ray-tracing programs

and through measurements at Argonne. Both approaches agreed well in

predicting severe nonuniform response, up to a factor of 3 variation, and

large light losses. This problem was solved by using an adiabatic design

(Columbia) which was actually realized in this reporting period by using a

laser cutting technique (Ohio State). Measurements Indicated a response which

was uniform over the wave bar to better than 10X for all projective towers in

the calorimeter. (B. Musgrave)
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II. THEOWTICAL fKOGUN

The theory group continues to study a broad range of problems of current

Interest. These Include the formulation and properties of new string

theories, lattice gauge theory problems, proton decay, dynamical symmetry

breaking, classical gauge fields, thermal field theories, and phenomenological

studies of heavy flavor production, supersymmetry, deep inelastic and Drell-

Yan physics.

String Theories

Cosmas Zachos completed the analysis of the novel classical solutions of

the closed string with rigidity, found in collaboration with T. Curtright and

G. Ghandour (U. of Florida). These solutions dictate nonlinear Regge

trajectories, which motivate applications in Pomeron physics and had initially

encouraged speculation on eliminating the tachyon of the bosonic string [Phys.

Rev. J»4^ (1986) 3811].

In the aftermath of the Argonne Informal summer institute on strings

(June 2-20), however, he performed a stability analysis of the quantum

fluctuations about these solutions with E. Braaten (Northwestern U.). It

emerged that a unique mode in the space of quantum perturbations—the

azimuthally symmetric radial dilatation—is unstable, inducing the solution to

"run away" [Phys. Rev. D35 February (1987)]. The above intriguing motions thus

do not automatically provide a suitable ground state, unless the theory is

further stabilized by the addition of extra interaction terms in the action

(in analogy to the Lorentz stabilization of runaway solutions in the context

of radiation damping in classical electromagnetism). The form of such a

stabilization is under investigation.

Yannick Meurice has been studying the construction of "generalized

bosonic strings" [string theories with several bosonic coordinates Xp(0,T)].

He has worked out the simplest cases (the spectrum) and found the general

conditions coming from Jacob! identities. Meurice has also been studying
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quantum aechanlca and quantum field theories over finite rings (in particular

Galois fields). The aim is to construct "string-like" objects with a finite

number of degrees of freedom. He has investigated simple examples with one,

two or three oscillators and found how commutation relations and Fourier

Transforms can be defined.

Lattice Gauge Theory

Geoffrey Bodwin and Eve Kovacs (University of Illinois, Chicago Circle)

have continued their investigations of various proposals for incorporating

fermions into lattice field theory. One aim of these proposals is to deal

with the problem of the doubling of the fermion spectrum on the lattice. The

conventional wisdom, as embodied in various "no-go" theorems, is that the

solution of the doubling problem entails at least a partial breaking of chlral

symmetry* However, it has been claimed that some of the proposals for

fermions on a lattice circumvent the no-go theorems In one way or another.

In their initial studies, Bodwin and Kovacs worked out the chiral and

doubling properties for various lattice fermion schemes in the context of a

completely solvable model—namely the Schwinger model. They concluded that

the Wilson fermion prescription leads to the continuum results, but that the

SIAC Lagrang!an formulation yields a noncovarlant axial vector current and a

doubled spectrum, and is, therefore, unsatisfactory as a lattice transcription

of the continuum theory.

More recently, Bodwin and Kovacs have turned their attention to the

Quinn-Ueinstein and Rebbi lattice fermion proposals. Their studies have

concentrated on the one-loop properties of the weak-coupling expansion in four

dimensions. The Quinn-Heinstein scheme is a gauge-fixed Hamiltonian

formulation that preserves chiral symmetry and avoids spectrum doubling.

However, Bodwin and Kovacs have found that it does not respect the usual Ward

identities associated with vector current conservation. As a consequence, the

vacuum polarization gives rise to a quadratically divergent photon mass. In

the Rebbi proposal, the doubling problem is avoided by factoring the fermion

propagator into a spinor numerator times a scalar denominator—with the
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Laplacian in the scalar denominator being given by the nearest-neighbor

lattice transcription. In this scheme there is a chiral symmetry In the

nastiest theory, but it is insufficient to protect the scalar part of the

feraion propagator from dynamical mass corrections. Bodwin and Kovace have

shown, by explicit calculation, that the scalar part of the feraion propagator

does indeed develop a quadratically divergent dynaalcal (mass) .

The successful application of perturbative Quantum Chromodynamlcs(QCD)

over recent years to many "hard" processes has relied on the ability to absorb

"long-distance" nonperturbative effects into universal hadron distribution and

fragmentation functions in the case of inclusive processes, and quark

distribution amplitudes, or wave functions, In the case of exclusive

processes. The universality of these distributions allow* different processes

to be related to one another order by order in perturbation theory. The

development of lattice gauge theories, however, has finally provided the

opportunity of calculating these quantities directly within the framework of

QCD. This goal is currently being pursued by David Richards.

In a long paper (Southampton University preprint SHEP 85/86-24), to be

published in Nuclear Physics, D. Richards, C. Sachrajda and C. Scott studied

the 3-quark operators which govern the short-distance and light-cone

properties of the proton's wave function. In particular expressions were found

for the matrix elements of these operators in various continuum

renormalisation schemes in terms of analogous operators measured on the

lattice.

Proton Decay

As an application of the Richards _e£ _al,. formalism, K. Bowler, D. Daniel

and T. Kiew (Edinburgh), C. Scott (Southampton) and D. Richards (Argonne) have

made measurements of the short distance matrix elements relevant to the

calculation of the proton decay rate in Grand Unified Theories. The results

are encouragingly close to those obtained using bag model and sum rule

techniques, but are unable to rescue the minimal SU(5) Grand Unified Model

from Its conflict with the experimental lower bound on the proton's lifetime.



Dynamical Symmetry Breaking

John Ollensls has been studying dynamical symmetry breaking at strong

coupling, and especially the possibility of symmetry restoration. This Is the

Idea that a symmetry breaking condensate might be eliminated upon being

coupled strongly to a gauge field. With Peter Suranyl, he has examined this

Idea on the lattice and obtained analytical results. They studied the non-

compact abellan Hlggs model and analytically established the phenomenon of

symmetry restoration and the full phase structure of the model. Presently,

Ollensls Is exploring this idea in a Schwinger-Dyson approach. He has also

made progress on model-building based on the assumption that symmetry

restoration does occur.

Classical Gauge fields

Dennis Sivers has been studying the Interaction of classical gauge fields

with fermions. Some aspects are covered in two recent papers. In an article

entitled "Weyl-Dirac Equation for an SD(2) Gauge Theory with Spherical

Symmetry" iPhys. Rev. D35, 707 (1987)] the coupling of chiral fermions In a

fundamental representation of SD(2) to a general set of spherically symmetric

gauge fields is calculated. The reduction of the Weyl-Dirac equations using

the explicit spherical symmetry shows that the system of fermions and gauge

fields in 3 + 1 dimensions leads to an effective theory involving an Abelian

gauge field, a charged scalar and fermions in a curved 1 + 1 dimensional

space. The paper "Extended Solutions of an SD(2) Gauge Theory with Fermions1'

(ANL-HEP-PR-87-02) explores some interesting simple solutions which represent

extended systems. The SU(2) gauge theory with spherical symmetry is shown to

admit a vacuum solution with nonvaniahing chiral order parameter. The

behavior of massive fermions in the field of a Wu-Tang monopole is shown to

provide interesting constraints.

Further studies are envisioned which utilize the techniques developed in

these papers and earlier work on gauge theories. Sivera is now locking at

classical solutions representing fermions in the background of a meron pair
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and Is exploring various techniques in 1 + 1 dimensional field theories with

the intent of extending the* to spherically symmetric 3 + 1 dimensional

systems.

Heavy Flavor Production

Ed Berger has been engaged in a detailed study of bottom quark production

spanning the energy range from that of fixed target experiments to the Super

Collider. In a contribution to the Snowaass 1986 SSC Workshop (ANL-HEP-CP-86-

134), Berger, J. Collins, and D. Soper present predictions for the rapidity

and transverse aoaentua distributions for inclusive productive of bottoa

quarks at SSC energies, pp + bX. Their computations are based on the

siaplest, lowest-order QCD aechanlsas> To estiaate uncertainties, they use

three different choices for the gluon structure function, G(x,Q), different

choices for the evolution scale Q, as well as different choices of the bottoa

quark atss. The poorly constrained functional fora of the gluon distribution

at saall x is the principal source of uncertainty, leading to a factor of ~10

variation in predictions for da/dy at y • 0. In an independent Investigation,

Berger has produced curves showing bottoa quark cross sections, 0(bb"), versus

beaa aoaentua in the fixed target ranges, 300 to lOOO^GeV/c, for *~, proton,

and antlproton beaas, as well as differential cross sections dc/dxp and d<7/dp|

for hN + bX. His work includes a specification of the range of theoretical

uncertainty associated with different choices of b quark aass, structure

functions, Q* evolution scale, and so forth. Results were presented In a

seainar at Fermilab on December 4 and have been incorporated into proposals

for new fixed-target experiments at FN&L. In aarked contrast to the situation

for charm production, Berger concludes that lowest-order OCD theory and

(admittedly very limited!) fixed target and collider data on bottom quark

production are in agreement at better than the factor of two level.

Deep Inelastic Physics

The European Huon Collaboration (EMC) effect is the observation that

deep-inelastic inclusive structure functions of nuclei, F £ ( X , Q 2 ) , differ from

those of free nucleons, F^Cx.Q )• In terms of the quark model interpretation
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of structure functions, the data imply directly that tht quark and antlquark

densities in nuclei differ significantly fro* those of nucleons. In invited

reviews prepared for the XXIII International Conference on High Energy Physics

at Berkeley in July 1986, and for publication in Annales de Physique, Paris,

Ed Berger summarized the data and surveyed the full range of theoretical

interpretations of this effect,, Alternative explanations include those based

on the hypothesis that the short distance properties of bound nucleons are

altered, as well as interpretations based on conventional long distance

nuclear binding. Berger showed that the pion exchange model he developed at

Argonne in collaboration with F. Coester of the Physics Division provides a

quantitative description of the data for all x and Q^. His reviews conclude

with a list of desirable future experiments.

In subsequent work, Berger has been studying nuclear effects in seal-

inclusive (or "coincidence") processes, eA • e'hX; h is an observed final

state hadron, interpreted as a fragment of the struck quark in the deep

inelastic reaction. Seal-inclusive data provide Information on the nuclear

aediua dependence of the fragmentation process as well as further constraints

on nodeIs of the EMC effect. One contribution to eA + e'*X is the coherent

subprocess e* * e'* in which the Initial pion is bound In the nucleus. Verger

and Coester have computed detailed cross sections for this subprocess. Its

identification would permit a direct measurement of the pion momentum

distribution in nuclei.

Dennis Sivers' rocent work on nuclear physics involves a study entitled

"Quark Mobility in a Nuclear Medium". Using a flux-tube model to approximate

long-distance chromodynamlcs, he studies the propagator of a high-energy quark

within an extended nuclear medium. The study suggests that experimental

measurements of quark fragmentation functions in deep inelastic experiments

involving nuclei can determine important aspects of the problem of

chromodynamlc force saturation.
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Massive Lepton Pair Pioduction—Drell-Yan Process

In his second invited review at the XXIII International Conference on

High Energy Physics, Ed Berger surveyed the understanding of both pion

structure functions and nuclear dependence of structure functions derived from

studies of the Drell-Yan process hA • (vP)X. Berger summarized data and

current theoretical understanding of high twist contributions In the plon

structure function and quark fragmentation functions. He showed that studies

with nuclear targets offer the possibility for gaining unique insight Into the

nuclear A dependence of the quark and antiquark densities, q*(x,Q*) and

q*(x,Cr) of nuclei. Measurements are crucial for testing whether the A

dependence of deep-Inelastic structure functions, known as the EMC effect, is

a universal, process independent property of parton densities. Precise

experiments with plon and nucleon beams on nuclear targets would extend

knowledge of the A dependence of quark and antlquark densities of nuclei into

important Intervals of the fractional longitudinal momentum variable x which

are not accessible easily In deep Inelastic scattering. For tests of quantum

chromodynamlcs, Isolating nuclear dependence is necessary before definite

conclusions can be drawn on the behavior of the plon structure function and on

the magnitude and kinematic variation of predicted higher order terms (K

factor). Berger indicated the sensitive regions of phase space and the

increased level of experimental precision which is needed If a contribution is

to be made to determining the A dependence of quark and antlquark densities

from the Drell-Yan process. Berger's theoretical work on this subject

motivated experiment E-772 being mounted at Fermilab by a Los Alamos-Fermllab-

Stony Brook collaboration.

Collider Physics

Searches for supersymmetric particles at UA1 (CERN) have resulted in mass

limits being placed on squarks (m~ > 70 GeV) and gluinos (m~ > 60 GeV). These

limits depend on three assumptions: 1) that the photino (Y) is the lightest

supersymmetric particle and escapes experimental detection, 2) that m» = 0,

and 3) that the five contributing flavors of right and left squarks are mass

degenerate. Howie Beer and collaborators have examined the effect of relaxing
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these conditions on the quoted aaaa Halts. The Halts are found to be quite

ntable.

If aaauaptlons 1 and 2 are Indeed valid, then there should exist

superpartnera of the V-boson (the V gaugino) and the Z-boaon (the Z gaugino)

with aaeeee ag < «y and ag < wT, so that the decays W + WY, WZ and Z * W aay

be allowed. Beer jit jl. have calculated In detail the different leptonlc and

hadronlc signals froa these decaya at pp colliders, and found a lack of clear

aultl-lepton signals at the CERN collider laply ag + a* > a^, and also they

found the UA1 Halt on a heavy lepton (a^ > 41 GeV) can be transformed to a

Halt on gauglnos of a» -i 44 GeV, corresponding to a» i 49 GeV,
W a>

for ay < 10-15 GeV. If a~ or a~ > 150-200 GeV, then they auet be searched for

at the propoeed SSC. They calculated the different decay aodea of ultra-heavy

g and q, which turn out to be caecade decays through the different gauglnos,

which results In hard aulti-leptons and final state gauge bosons, but leaa

alaaing tranaverae energy than previously anticipated.

Finally, In Eg grand unified aodela Inspired by the superstring, there

exists an extra Z' boson, which ahould be easily discoverable at the SSC. If

thla is the case, then the Higgs boaon aass will likely be less than about

150 GeV. Beer «£ jl. exaalne the decaya Z* • ZH at the SSC against the

background of pp + Zt€, and find favorable ptoepecte for detecting an

interaediate aass Higgs.

Using the lateat aeta of parton structure function*, Ed Berger has

coaputed differential lualnosltles and expected event fates at Fendlab

Tevatron collider energies for hard scattering proceaaea including hadronlc

jet production, production of WTa and Z's in association with jets, heavy

flavor production, and production of auperayaaetrlc particles. Together with

observations aede at /a" " 630 GeV at the CERN collider, Berger*a calculations

perait good estiaates of the extended discovery reach for new phenoaena

afforded by the Ferallab Tevatron as well aa of the increaaea in event yields

for established processes. Of particular iaportance are both the expected

hardening of the alaaing tranaverae aoaentua (jtj) spectrua, aaaociated with

the larger aaaa supersyaaetrlc (SUSY) statea acceaaible at the Tevatron
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collider, and the such larger crosa sections for a given SUSY mass scenario,

permitting harder p*j selections In an effort to reduce standard model

backgrounds. S O N of these results, as well as other aaterlal, were presented

in lectures at Brown University In July, 1986, at the D-Zero collaboration

•eeting*

In a paper for publication in the proceedings of the Hadison SSC workshop

(ANL-HEP-CP-86-83) Ed Berger (AHL), J. Collins (IIT), D. Soper (Oregon) and G.

Sterman (Stony Brook), discuss high energy hadron collisions that contain a

hard scattering, such as W, Z, heavy quark, or high FT jet production, yet are

dIftractive, In the sense that one of the Incident hadrons Is scattered with

only a BB*11 energy loss. In their approach, the cross section for such

diffractlve hard scattering is a part of the normal hard scattering Inclusive

cross section, as calculated using perturbatlve quantum chroaodynaalcs.

Treating the Pomeron as an factorisable exchanged hadron, they provide

theoretical constraints on the distribution of gluons in the Poasron at small

and large x. They estimate that a substantial fraction (perhaps 30Z) of all

hard scattering events are diffractive. In contrast to naive expectations,

the distribution in rapidity, y, of heavy objects produced dlffractively is

shown to be concentrated at small values of y, meaning that these objects will

be observed in the central detectors of typical collider experiments. Berger

,et__al. emphasize that data on diffractlve hard scattering would probe the

short distance character of diffractlve amplitudes and provide measurements of

the quark and gluon structure functions of the Pomeron.

1 Ken Kowalski has been considering possible tests of the Donnachle-

Landshoff pomeron-photon analogy model with respect to partonic Interactions

by applying the proposal to various pomeron-pomeron and pomeron-photon

scattering situations as well as to diffractive direct-photon and direct-gluon

production. Work on this project Is still in progress.

Alan white has been studying the consequences of dynamical electroweak

symmetry breaking by color sextet quarks for some time—a large part of the

motivation being to obtain a theoretically and phenomenologically realistic

description of diffraction. The possible observation of vector-boson pair



production at the CERN SppS, with a cross-section considerably higher than

that given by the standard model, is very suggestive that the longitudinal W*

and Z° boaons are indeed composed of higher color quarks. Direct QCD

production is perhaps the least radical and most plausible explanation of

enhanced vector boson pair production so close to threshold.

In a recent paper (ANL-HEP-PR-87-06), White has used a mixture of current

algebra analysis of final-state interactions and the scaling properties of

diffraction to relate W"*\T" pair production to *+*~ pair production. He argues

that £ 2

where f* and f* are the pion chiral constants for triplet and sextet quarks

respectively. The result is that the cross-section implied by the CERN events

is of the expected order of magnitude. Other kinematic properties of the CERN

events are compared with those scaled up from pion pair production. White

argues that all properties are consistent with the hypothesis that vector-

boson pairs are produced as hadrons but with all masses and momenta scaled up

appropriately.

Field Theories at Finite Temperature

Ken Kowalski has been studying several unusual features of the effective

potential of the CP N - 1 model in the leading order of the 1/N expansion both at

zero and high temperatures, k preliminary manuscript has been written in

collaboration with Aahok Das (U. of Rochester).

Kowalski has also found a simple proof of the thermal Goldstone theorem

in a way which is independent of any of the customary technical devices that

are usually used to incorporate the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger conditions Into

relatlvistic thermal field theories. In addition, and under the same

conditions, a thermal version of the Schwinger action principle is found for

the first time; Its uses in deducing the constraints imposed by various

symmetries are pointed out. This work has been submitted for publication to

the Physical Review (ANL-HEP-PR-86-127).



The development of the path integral formulation of the generating

functional and lta use for the extraction of Feynman rules have been

considered by Kowalaki for real-time thermal field theories containing

fermiona. Ambiguities in the analysis and the results of previous

Investigations huv^ been identified and resolved. This work has been

submitted for publication to the rnysical Review (ANL-HEP-PR-86-140).

Kowalski has also, by means of a careful analysis of several products of

distributions arising from the gauge-fixing term, formulated the correct

Feynman rules for real-time field theoriea containing an arbitrary set of non-

Abellan gauge fields in covariant gauges. A manuscript is in preparation.

General Properties of Field Theory

Tannick Meurice has developed a method for studying interactions in BRST

point-field theory as a continuation of his previous work on free field

theories. The vertex operator for Tang-Mills theories can be derived with his

formalism and an extended systematic Investigation is under progress.

Meurice is also preparing a Physics Report with D. Amatl, K. Konishi, G.

C. Rossi and G. Veneziano which is devoted to nonperturbatlve phenomena In

supersymmetric gauge theories with an emphasis on instanton calculations.

Calculations that Ken Kowalski has done of amplitudes that are supposed

to vanish identically as a general consequence of supersymmetry and gauge

invariance have revealed ambiguities in the conventionally stated Feynman

rules involving Majorana fermlons. New unambiguous rules which resemble those

for IHrac fermlons have been formulated along with a simple vertex-propagator

recipe that (formally) eliminates the need for the usual two fermion-number

nonconserving propagators. A manuscript is presently in preparation in

collaboration with Evelyn I. Gates, CWRD*



Spin Physics

Hadronlc phenomenology involving spin-related observable* involve*

several interesting issues. An Important topic which Dennis Sivers is now

considering involves the iapact of the Jz - 1/2 sua rule for polarised protons

on the calculability in perturbative QCD of single spin asyaaetries. Since

there aay be important new data involving high energy polarised protons within

the next few years. This whole topic has once again becoae tiaely.
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i n . DmnmiftL FACILITIES unutci

A* Mechanical Support

Nucleon Decay

During this period work has continued on the Installation of

electrical distribution both for the required quiet power and normal

power. Cable trays for the routing of the necessary signal cables were

designed and Installed at the mine. Design parameters for the final

configuration for mounting of the electronics on the half walls and the

routing of the cables Into the cable trays were defined. The necessary

module changes to fit those parameters have been completed and are being

Incorporated.

fixtures for lifting and handling of the modules In the mine were

designed and built. The techniques for using these fixtures and In

general for loading and removing modules from the shaft cage were tried

and proved generally adequate although improvements have been suggested

and are being discussed. The methods for blocking and supporting modules

during shipment were perfected and tested in the shipment of modules to

the mine.

Bids for the fabrication of the module half wall transporters were

solicited and the contract has been awarded for fabrication. The

hydraulic systems and motor control components are being procured and

will be Installed and tested at Argonne in early spring*

Methods of measuring modules and the necessary fixtures for

accomplishing this task were developed and improved. This will reduce

the time required and Increase the precision with which modules can be

fitted with wireplanes. Wireplane improvements were incorporated Into

construction to allow for a final precision adjustment. This precision

should now be within the required tolerances.



Fernilab Polarised Beam E704

The installation of the helium dilution refrigerator platform and

the target solenoid magnet platform has been completed and they have been

tested* Both perform according to design criteria. Installation of

equipment on the platforms will begin in the near future. Design of the

vacuum pump lines and fittings was completed and the drawings turned over

to Argonne central shops for fabrication.

Progress has been made in the assembly and measurement of the

snake magnets. Three magnets have been shipped to Fermilab for

installation in the HP beam line.

Work has continued on the assembly of the wire drift chambers for

Installation in early spring. Some minor modifications were made to the

hodoscope and drift chamber support that will be Installed at the end of

the beam line.

HERA ZEUS Prototype Model

A development model of the front EMC section of the barrel

calorimeter was constructed and measurements are proceeding to determine

deflection characteristics.

Conceptual design has continued throughout this period and plate

sizes, construction techniques and other design concepts have been

investigated. Two billets of depleted uranium (1.7Z Mb content) were

rolled to ZEUS plate thickness (3.2 mm) and length (3.2 meters) to

demonstrate that the alloy material could be rolled to the desired

thickness and length. The intent of the rolling activity was achieved

and also identified manufacturing features to improve the rolling

process. (N. Hill)



•B. Electronic Support

Support of the Nucleon Decay Experiment continued to be a major effort

during thia period. Production neared completion on eight sore data cratea;

each consisting of a CPU card, a Compactor card set, 16 Analog cards, a

Trigger Communication Card, a Calibrate card, and a CAMAC interface module.

Six of each of four types of motherboards were built for modules destined for

the Soudan mine. The motherboards mount the thick film hybrid preamps, and

distribute anode HV to the proportional wires in the modules. Also during

this period, the last of the thick film hybrid preamps was delivered. These

hybrids had all been tested prior to shipment on a test fixture managed by an

IBM PC, previously built at Argonne. Fifty 16-channel Receive Amplifier cards

were built and production was initiated on another two hundred and thirty. A

prototype of the system for control and monitoring through CAMAC of the drift

and wire HV was built and tested. The prototype works well and production is

being initiated of the hardware for the drift and wire HV for the mine* The

trigger processor was run with a module in the module factory, implementing a

second level trigger. One algorithm which was run for a period of time

required the signature of a stopping muon* Also during this period, the

trigger processor was implemented in the mine and a number of triggers were

accumulated looking at muon tracks. These data have given good assurance of

the proper functioning of the trigger electronics.

The 8-layer cards for the Enhanced 8086 CAMAC Crate Controllers for the

FNAL polarized beam were produced. These modules are implemented in surface

mount high performance CMOS devices. The prototype was loaned to the Physics

Division and currently is being used in an experiment measuring the weak

vector coupling constant. (J. Dawson)

C. Computer Support

Several signficant upgrades were made to the VAX systems. SILINK, an

ethernet based cluster facility was installed. This system allows all three

VAX processors to share the disk subsystem and also allows batch and print

queues to be distributed among all the processors. Three VAX 11/750

processors borrowed from SLA.C were installed. These systems will be made part



of the clutter next quarter* A 12-page per minute laaer printer vat

installed. Typesetting software to drive the printer m a alto inetailed.

Both a Unified Graphica driver and a DI-3000 driver ware adapted to uae the

vector graphica mode of the laaer printer.

Production runa on the ST-100 array proceaaor were primarily devoted to

lattice gauge theory which logged approximately 3300 hours, 90 percent of the

available CPU time. Development haa continued on TMAPOL, the high level

language designed to optimise parallel!am on the ST-100 with apecific

applicability in auch areaa aa lattice gauge theory and molecular modelling.

Alao, development of macro-code for molecular dynamics applications continued

on the ST-100.

The aecond level trigger program for the Soudan 2 nucleon decay

experiment waa brought into operation. Thia system consists of a compiler and

tranalator which producea a machine independent representation of a eet of

trigger conditions from a simple language. The original purpose of thia

project waa to test the trigger hardware at the module factory at Argonne but

the syatem was so successful that it waa used at the Soudan mine on the first

module to be made operational there* (J. Schlereth)

D. Polarized Target Development

During thia period, the moving platform system of the Fermilab polarized

target took shape, with completion of the rails, decks, motor drives, and

counterweight assembly. Final designs were made for the target holder molds,

and for the cryogenic valve inaert for the polarizing solenoid service dewar.

Procurement continued for parta of the 3He gaa handling system and pump line,

and the ^He pumps were shipped to the Polarized Beam hall. Fabrication of the

solenoid support stand was started* Work continued on the motor drive inter-

face and MHR.

In the area of target materials research, the search for a suitable fluo-

rine-rich substance for spin-polarized 19F targets was successfully completed.

Earlier in the year, two substances, both fluorinated alcohols, had been
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selected on the basis of non-polarising screening tests for desirable chemical

and physical properties* In July and August, polarising tests yielded sub-

stantial nuclear polarisation in both Materials. The best results were

obtained with a eutectic mixture of water (7 wt.Z) with 1,1,1,3,3,3-

hexafluoro-2-propanol {C^H^t^O), The mixture contains 63 wt.X fluorine, and

polarisations of 80Z were achieved. There is a significant "background" of

polarised protons in the material, since the hydrogen nuclei are also

polarised. However, the nuclear scattering experiments contemplated for such

a material can Idnematlcally exclude this background. A paper covering these

results is in preparation. (D. Hill)
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IT* ACCELERATOR KBtlARCa! AMD KVtlXWMEHT

A. Vake Field Facility

During thla period, the wake field teat facility waa installed In the

linac building and initial tuneup begun. The apectroaater waa not yet

aaseabled, but will soon be ready for installation. Details of various

activitiee of the project are given below.

The average level of group activity remained about conatant. Jia

MtcLachlan, on leave froa FNAL, returned to FNAL in the latter part of

December. Hie work on deaign of the spectroaeter and on fine tuning the

facility deaign ware very helpful. Two poet doctoral new hires joined the

group in October*

Several aeabcra of the group participated In the Syapoaiua on Advanced

Accelerator Concepts held at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. The status

of, and plans for using, the test facility ware presented in several papera.

There wae conaiderable intereat in our work In both general and working

sessions.

Several modifications to the design of the beam tranaport lines in the

facility were aade In November following a final, careful second-order optics

study. An error in design of the 280 degree bend magnet (wrong edge angle)

wae corrected by retiming and minor rotations of two saall benders.

Otherwise, these studies confirmed previous predictions of perforaance.

All aagneta were completed, installed, and aligned on the aain base of

the facility. Magnetic field aeaaureaents were carried out for aeveral

bending magnets to confirm basic design paraaeters and, aorc importantly, to

determine the effectiveness of the special end guards with which all theae

aagneta are equipped. The aeaaureaenta conclude that the aagneta pcrfora ae

designed.

The complex vacuum chamber waa fabricated, leak checked, and field welded

during intallation* Mechanical distortions due to weld stresses were well

within tolerance. Pressures of less than 10""7 Torr are easily obtained within

a short pumping tlae, much better than ia required for facility operation.



Chopper-type power supplies ware completed and Installed In the facility

control room. A few reliability problems were experienced in the early

operation of these supplies, but they do not seem to be fundamental In the

design and are being remedied.

The IBM PC control computer was saved to the control room and connected

to facility equipment. Software developed for control and data acquisition

works well.

Beam diagnostics incorporate phosphorescent screens which Intercept the

beaa and are viewed by CCTV cameras. Frames are digitised and processed

under control of the PC. These screens are manipulated by small air

cylinders through bellows actuators. All but four of the total number of

thirteen have been installed and are operating.

After working well on the bench for several months, the stepping motor

driver module (used to position the 180 degree bend magnet in the trombone)

failed. The cause for the failure is still uncertain, but an Induced

transient on the cables between the module and the motor is suspected.

Shielded conductors are being installed to prevent further probli

Spectrometer magnet components are complete, including the colls. Final

assembly must be done at the facility due to the sice and weight of the

magnet. Design of focal plane hardware ia not final. Several schemes are

being considered for the design of the light shields and phosphor screen.

All services (water, power, and air) have been installed in both the

control room and facility areas. Cable trays have been installed and all

cables pulled between the control room and the facility.

At this tirn*, all beam transport equipment from the llnac through the

facility Is in place and is being commissioned.

The components for wake field experiments are pretty well complete.

Washers for the cavity wake experiment device and the outer containment tube

have been completed. A flange and minor welding la needed to complete the

assembly.
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Compressed and Expanded Pulse
from Argonne L-Band Linac

10 ps

12/5/88

Fig. 15. Streak camera measurements of compressed and expanded beam pulses after
double 90 degree bend section. Neither the streak camera system nor the beam
transport were optimized when this data was obtained.
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At the University of Wisconsin, the plasma cell is complete and

operating. Probes indicate a plasma density of about 5 x 10 1 3 in the

discharge. This is the design value. The cell will be moved to Argonne in

early spring in preparation for its Installation Into the test facility*

First tests of the important bunch shortening system were conducted in

•id-December. Beam was transported through the double 90-degree section to

the chemistry experiment area where a streak camera was set up. The streak

camera was nominally rated as having 10 picoseconds resolution (our new 2

picosecond camera is just now being ordered). All systems appear to work

well, and the results of this first test are shown in Figure 15. This was a

proof of principle test, and ultimate performance is expected to be much

better than shown here.

These tests provided an opportunity to check many transport calculations.

He are very pleased to find that the transports operate very close to

calculated parameters.

A milestone was achieved when beam was transported through the total wake

facility high energy line to the wake experimental section. The next step is

to conduct careful tuning to establish all the simultaneous beam properties

required for wake field experiments.

B. Advanced Photon Source

Accelerator design work for this project is being carried out by members

of the light source design team who are presently staff members of the HEP

Division. This work is funded by DOE/BES.

During the period the 6-GeV synchrotron X-ray source project was named

the Advanced Photon Source (APS), the ring design energy was raised to 7-GeV,

and the search for a permanent project director began.

The APS project team's main efforts have been toward establishing the

optimum energy and related parameters of the machine, as well as implementing

various recommendations of the DOE/ER Review Committee led by Ed Temple, which

carried out a review of the initial Conceptual Design Report (CDR) In March,
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1986. while there haa been ateady progress toward refining all facets of the

conceptual design, certain areas received particular attention over this

reporting period. Ae 7 GeV was chosen aa the standard beam energy, main ring

magnet lattice studies were intensified, and the necessary changes to the sise

and configuration of the machine were defined and potential cost differentials

estimated. A major R(D effort has been launched to demonstrate the feasi-

bility of the innovative design proposed for the vacuum system. These and

many additional efforts are aimed at refining the 1986 conceptual design for

the next DOE/ER review scheduled for late spring of 1987.

The first annual APS users meeting was held at Argonne November 13-14,

1986, and waa attended by nearly 300 people from 38 universities, 10

laboratories, and 20 companies. The meeting wae an excellent forum for the

user community to provide comments on the latest design concepts for the

APS. Special emphasis was placed on discussions of the machine's capability

to meet the user's demands for high brilliance, tunable undulator radiation.

In addition, policies for funding and use of the beam lines by "participating

research teams*1 were discussed. With the election of representatives of the

user community, the APS Steering Committee became the official conduit for

communication between the potential user community and the staff of the

project.

Major tasks to be addressed In early 1987 include detailed computational

studies of properties of the machine lattice, determination of the final

location based upon the new machine dimensions, as well as topologlcal and

geotechnlcal considerations, and completing the environmental assessments

necessary to clear the path for construction of the project. (J. Bey)
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T. IRSICt IH OOU.ltION MBTIIK

The 1986 Meeting was the sixth In the annual aeries of conferences that

review the status of the field with particular reference to experiment! done

with colliding beam facilities. The three day Meeting was held at the

American-Congress hotel in Chicago and was organized by E. Berger, J. Day,

M. Derrick and L. Nodulman of the High Energy Physics Division. About 100

physicists attended the aeetlng as official participants and a nuaber of

students and younger physicists from universities and laboratories in the area

also attended some of the sessions. The program of the Meeting is given

below.

Physics in Collision VI
American Congress Hotel, Chicago, IL

September 2-4, 1966

Session I; High Energy and Multiparticle Phenomena
Chairman: T. Fields (ANL)

Experimental Review of <*_, o ., Diff M. Haguenauer (Ecole Poly.)
Multiparticle Experiments 6. Ekspong (Stockholm)
Multiparticle Phenomenology A. Giovanninl (Turin)

Session II: The Standard Model and Beyond
Chairman: J. Bjorken (Fermilab)

Review of W and Z Properties M.-N. Minard (CERN)
Standard Model Tests Using e+e~ A. Bodek (Rochester)

Collisions and Neutrino Beams
Quantitative Hadron Jet Physics D. Froidevaux (CERN)
Experimental Limits on new PhysicB A. Norton (CERN)
Physics with TeV I J. Peoples (Fermilab)



Session III; Heavy Flavors I
Chairman: G. Wtbar (DEST)

Heavy Quark Bound States
Heavy Quark Spectroacopy
Heavy Flavor Production In Hadronlc
Collisions

Heavy Quark Decays

K. Roenigsmann (DEST)
W. Schmidt-Pariefall (DESY)
S. Reucroft (Northeastern)

B. Elsensteln (Illinois)

Session IV: Heavy Flavors II
Chairman: B. Aubert (LAPP)

Experimental Determination of the KM
Matrix Elements

KM Matrix Theory
Charm Physics In Photoproduction
Particle Decays Beyond the Standard
Model

S. Stone (Cornell)

A. Sanda (Rockefeller)
M. Withere11 (Santa Barbara)
M. Zeller (Tale)

Session V: QCD
Chairman: F. Muller (CERN)

Review of Direct Y Experiments
Review of Two Photon Physics
Properties of Gluon Jets
Physics of Fragmentation

H. Boggild (Copenhagen)
S. Cartwright (Rutherford)
K. Sugano (ANL)
T. Gottschalk (Caltech)

Session VI: The Wear- and Long-Term Future
Chairman: K. Takahashi I

Perspectives in e+e" Physics
Perspectives in Lepton-Hadron Scattering
Physics with Future Colliding Hadroa

Beam Machines
Concluding Remarks

G. Feldman (SLAC)
F. Eisele (DEST)
L. Pondrom (Wisconsin)

H. Ilpkin (ANL/ffeizmann)

(M. Derrick)
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VI. POTLICATIOW

A. Journal Publication!» Conference Proceedings, Book*

Can the CERN pp Collider Halt Gauging Masses?
H. Baer (AKL), R, Hagiwara (DEST), X. Tata (Univ. ol: Oregon)

Phys. Rev. Lett., J5J_, 294 (1986).

Trajectories of Strings with Rigidity
C. Zachos (ANL), T. Curtright (Univ. of Florida), G. Ghandour (Kuwait
Univ.)

Phys. Rev. Lett., J>7_, 799 (1986).

Observation of Tensor and Scalar Mesons Produced In e+e" Annihilation at
29 GeV

M. Derrick, K. Gan, P. Kboijaan, J. Loos, B. Musgrave, L. Price, J.
Re pond, K. Sugano, J. Weiss, D. Wood (ANL); S. Abachi jet.jtl,. (Purdue
Univ.); D. Blockus, Jt̂ jftJL* (Indiana Univ.); C. Akerlof etfjl. (Univ. of
Michigan); B. Cork (LBL)

Phys. Rev. Lett. J>7_, 1990 (1986).

Relations Between Meson and Baryon Hyperfine Splittings
Harry J. Lipkin

Phys. Lett. _B171_, 293 (1986).

Magnetic Monopoles, Electric Currents, and Dirac Strings
H.J. Lipkin and Murray Peshkin

Phys. Lett. B179, 109 (1986).

The OZI Rule in Charaoniua Decays above DD Threshold
H. J. Lipkin (ANL)

Phys. Lett. B179. 278 (1986).

Asynetry in the Angular Distribution of Inclusive A Baryono froa
e+e~ Annihilations at ^s « 29 GeV

M. Derrick, E. Fernandez, R. Fries, L. Hyaan, P. Kooijsian, J.S. Loos, B.
Musgrave, L.E. Price, J. Schlereth, K. Sugano, J.M. Weiss, I). E. Wood
(ANL/HEP); G. B a r a n k o ^ ^ . (Indiana Univ.); C. Akerlof _e£ jtl. (Univ. of
Michigan); S. Abachi et_ al̂ . (Purdue Univ.)

Phys. Lett. B181, 403 (1986).

Search for Wrong Sign D° Decays
M. Derrick, E. Fernandez, R. Fries, L. Hyman, P. Kooijaar., J.S. Loos, B.
Musgrave, L.E. Price, J. Schlereth, K. Sugano, J.M. Weiss, D. E. Wood
(ANL/HEP); G. Baranko et_jl. (Indiana Univ.); C. Akerlof et al. (Univ. of
Michigan); S. Abachi .et_.al. (Purdue Univ.)

Phys. Lett. B182, 101 (1986).
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Varlatlonal Approach to Classical SU2 Gauge Theory with Spherical By—itry
D. Sivers (AMI)

Phyt. U v . D34_, 1141 (1986).

Prospects for Supersyaaetry at the Ferailsb Collider
E.L. Berger, H. Baer (ANL)

Phys. Rev. D34, 1361 (1986).

Electroweak Fora Factors of the Skyraion
C.R. Willcox (ANL), E. Braaten et *1» (Northwestern Univ.)

Phys. Rev. J>34_, 1482 (1986).

K-Meson Production by v-Deuteriua Reactions Near Threshold: Implications for
Nucleon-Decay Searches

N. Derrick, B. Musgrave (ANL), W.A. Mann jrtjl. (Tufts Univ.), 1. Aaaar et
al. (Univ. of Kansas

Phys. Rev. J>34_, 25*5 (1986).

Observation of a New Structure in the Difference Between the pp Total Cross
Sections for Antiparallel and Parallel Longitudinal Spin States

I. Auer, E. Colton, H. Halpern, D. Hill, R. Miller, H. Spinka, 6.
Theodosiou, K. Toshioka, D. Underwood, R. Wagner, A. Tokosawa, (ANL)

Phys. Rev. Lett., D34_, 2581 (1986).

Experimental Study of the Reaction e+e" + e+e~ and e+e~ • YY at 29 GeV
M. Derrick, E. Fernandes, R. Fries, 1» flyman, P. Kooijman, J.S. Loos,
B. Musgrave, L.E. Price, J. Schlereth, K. Sugano, J.M. Weiss, D. E. Wood
(ANL); G. Baranko jejt *1. (Indiana Univ.); C. Akerlof _et jl. (Univ. of
Michigan); S. Abachi et, al. (Purdue Univ.)

Phys. Rev. j m . 3286"Tl986).

Study of Quark Fragmentation In e+e~ Annihilation at ?9 GeV: Charged Particle
Multiplicity and Single Particle Rapidity Distributions

M. Derrick, E. Fernandez, R* Fries, L. Hyaan, P. Kooljaan, J.S. Loos, B.
Musgrave, L.E. Price, J. Schlereth, K. Sugano, J.M. Weiss, D. E. Wood
(ANL/HEP); G. Baranko jet, jl. (Indiana Univ.); C. Akerlof jet. jl. (Univ. of
Michigan); S. Abachi jet__al.. (Purdue Univ.)

Phys. Rev. D34_, 3304 (1986).

Classical Dynaad.es of Strings with Rigidity
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